
Run	No:	2157	
Date:	02-Feb-2020	
Venue:	Prince	of	Wales,	Hilton	
Hares:		Toed	Bedsores	&	Computer	
Scribe:	Beerstop	

We gathered on a fair to middling Sunday morning at the Prince Of Wales in Hilton.

Instead of his normal farcical selection of scribes by calling out the names of long gone or 
deceased hashers, Klinger, the GM “invited” me to be the scribe as I had nothing else to do. How 
did ‘e know that?

Anyway, after the usual rambling description of the trail, our hare, Bedsores, set us off eastwards 
from the village into a pile of mud that lasted for 7 or so miles. Need I go on…oh all right then, I 
will and please note: Some of the following actually happened.


So we left the village through a wonderful avenue of trees in the churchyard, the usual suspects 
were there: Pedro, Gorilla, Taxi, Kermit, Bastard, Big Swinger, Blowback, U-Bend, Shamcock, 
Jetstream, Smeg Head, Haven’t Got One, Unmentionable, Wrong Keys, Forest Gump, Computer, 
Little Blow, Wrong Way, Lady Slipstream, to mention but a few.


After a while we thought we had found a walkers/runners divide but it turned out to be a ‘Klinger  
short cut turn’. The first I’ve seen of such nonsense; the GM is his own man and knows where to 
find the sheep without any help


 


Jetstream was something of a lone 
runner today, taking more than a few 
short cuts, and can be seen here 
looking for the rest of the pack who 
had obviously taken the right trail.


Shamcock also ran around a lot on his own and got to an ‘unchecked check’ and said f*** this 
and went back to the pub. Wrong Keys lost his phone and a £20 note but unfortunately HGO gave 
it back to him.  Forest Dump was confused by “too many short cuts” and when he came to a five 
bar gate he just leapt over it and sprinted back to the pub in total disgust.







Wrong way discovered an unusual granular 
deposit a mile or so outside Elsworth.





He called in for a second opinion and was 
informed that trace element analysis of the grains 
by LA-ICP-MS indicate a moderately depleted 
mantle source with limited melt-metasomatic 
enrichment (Taxidermist, personal communication). 


Ni-thermometry data indicate that a cratonic 
geotherm prevailed at the time of emplacement. 
Maximum geotherms of 40 and 42 mW/m2 have 
been constrained, with significant sampling of 
lherzolitic material inside the diamond stability 
field. 


We struggled on through the mud and eventually came across a happy band of nerds getting 
ready to launch rockets; they called themselves “Rockets and things.com". A lot of preparation is 
obviously required as we didn’t see any launches, or lunches come to that.





Jetstream eventually found the trail and can be seen again here, this time posing for the Glums 
annual family picture……cheer up you lot!  Even Gorilla was quite chirpy today. He found a 
football pitch on the trail and observed that both goals were facing the same way. Taxi, too, was 
very cheerful  “bloody muddy but quite well laid”

On the other hand, Bastard, who didn’t leave the pub, claimed he got lost in the haze and that it 
was a typical Bedsores cock up. That’s the voice of authority for you.


http://things.com


The hare provided a taxi for the few in Papworth at the former Kisby’s Hut. More comfortable than 
the army lorry Bedsores provided some years ago. It turned out that quite a few had taken the 
‘Klinger short cut’ mentioned above so not many made it as far this.                                           




	 	   Blowback, Computer & Shamcock on their way back in the taxi




As I left before the circle I have no news of down downs, announcements or anything like that but 
I have a map showing the route we took, in case it is of interest to anyone.


On-on,

Beerstop


